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Natural hazards become into high-impact human disasters when there is not a proper humanitarian 
and human response. Moreover, global change changes how livelihoods evolve and work and affect 

internal and international migrations. The humanitarian system and humans require computational 
tools to react and anticipate to large-scale social phenomena and drive to positive impact. By taking 
early actions and predicting dynamics between populations and global change including climate chane, 
livelihoods are protected minimizing the socio-economic impact at mid and long term. In emergencies 
and forcibly displaced population phenomena, humans and land become a highly timely system that can 
be improved by Data and Artificial Intelligence. Not only earth observation systems can be deployed, 
but a comprehensive societal sensing system can be built for early warning and rapid assessment and 
response. By integrating remote sensing with small data sensors and big data sources, we can exploit 
Artificial Intelligence not only to trigger humanitarian action, but to compute estimated social, economic, 
human, infrastructure and land dynamics including impact assessments. Multi-indicator systems can be 
leveraged for humanitarian actors but also to create human protection based on Collective Intelligence 
beyond current systems based on social networks. This implies designing methods where AI and humans 
interact in real-time for better awareness and more automated-systemic decision making. Eventually, 
land and livelihoods can be better protected with seasonal and event-based indicators to minimize large 
scale socio-economic impact and increment shor-term and long-term resilience world-wide.
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Data-driven early-warning and rapid-response for disasters
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